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1. INTRODUCTION
Let (Wn , 7n) denote one of the Weyl groups of a classical root system of
type An , Bn , or Dn . Denote by B[n]=BWn , the corresponding generalized
Artin groups, generated by elements [T1 , ..., Tn] with the braid relations:
Type An .
Ti Tj=TjTi if |i& j |>1,
Ti Ti+1Ti=Ti+1TiTi+1 , for i=1, ..., n&1.
Type Bn .
Ti Tj=TjTi if |i& j |>1;
Ti Ti+1Ti=Ti+1TiTi+1 , for i=2, ..., n&1;
T1T2 T1 T2=T2T1 T2T1 .
Type Dn .
TiTj=Tj Ti if |i& j |>1, i, j3;
Ti Ti+1Ti=Ti+1TiT i+1 , for i=3, ..., n&1;
T1T2=T2 T1 , T1T3 T1=T3 T1T3 , T3T2 T3=T2T3T2 .
It is clear that in each case we have an inclusion jn : B[n]  B[n+1]. Con-
sider now a commutative domain with unit, R, and an invertible element
q # R*. We can define a homomorphism
\n : B[n]  Gl(1, R)
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by \n(Ti)=q* for each i=1, ..., n, where q* denotes the operator of multi-
plication by &q and denote by Rn(q) the corresponding Z[B[n]]-module.
Notice that clearly \n=\n+1 jn , so that Rn(q) is the restriction of Rn+1(q).
By abuse of notation, when no confusion will arise, we shall often denote
Rn(q) by R(q).
It follows that we have an induced homomorphism
jn*: H r(B[n+1], R(q))  H r(B[n], R(q)).
Our aim in this note is to study some stability properties of j n*. For exam-
ple, we shall show that if n3r+3, the homomorphism
jn*: H r(B[n+1], R(q))  H r(B[n], R(q))
is an isomorphism (indeed our results will be sharper; see Section 4).
If one compares this result with the analogous results (see [A, Br]) in
the constant coefficients case, one will note that our result gives a much
worse stability bound. However, in that case and indeed in a slightly more
general case, we obtain a similar result. For example, one gets that if for
each odd 1ir the element (qi+1)(q+1)= i&1m=0 (&1)
m qm is inver-
tible in R (notice that this is the case if q=&1, i.e., in the constant coef-
ficients case), the homomorphism
jn*: H r(B[n+1], R(q))  H r(B[n], R(q))
is an isomorphism as soon as n2r+2 (again the reader should consult
Section 4 for sharper results).
At the end of the paper we shall also show how our results are the shar-
pest possible at least in some cases.
2. NOTATIONS AND RECOLLECTIONS
2.1. Let us recall a few results from [S, DS]. Set n=[1, ..., n]. Let
I/n. Set WI equal to the subgroup of Wn generated by the simple reflec-
tions si # 7n with i # I. Recall (see, for example, [Bou]) that in each coset
wWI there is a unique element of minimal length. This implies that picking
this element we can canonically embed Wn WI in Wn . Furthermore,
given w # Wn , choose a reduced expression w=si1 } } } sit for w and set
Tw=Ti1 } } } Tit . The element Tw depends only on w and not on the choice
of the reduced expression. Thus using these remarks, for any I/J/n we
can associate a well defined element in Z[B[n]]
T JI =_(I, J) :
w # WJWI
(&1) l(w) Tw ,
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where the sign _(I, J) is defined as follows. Set J=[ j1< j2< } } } < jk], set
I=[i1<i2< } } } <ih]. Then _(I, J) is the sign of the unique permutation
+ # Sk such that it= j+(t) for all 1th while j+(t)< j+(t+1) for h<t<k.
Fix now a Z[B[n]] module M. Consider for each 0hn the set 4hn of
subsets of n of cardinality h and set Ch(M)=M4hn with the obvious abelian
group structure. Define
h : Ch(M)  Ch+1(M)
by
h( f )(J)= :
j # J
T JJ&[i] f (J&[i]).
One has
Theorem. (1) For each 0hn&1, h+1h=0, i.e.,
(C*(M), 
*
): } } }  Ch(M) wh Ch+1(M)  } } }
is a complex.
(2) The hth cohomology group of the complex (C*(M), 
*
) equals
Hh(B[n], M).
2.2. We now let M be the Rn(q) as in the Introduction. In this case
one clearly has that Ch(Rn(q)) has a basis as R module, given by the
characteristic functions $I , for I # 4hn defined by $I (J)=$I, J , $I, J being the
Kronecker symbol. With respect to this basis the differential h is repre-
sented by the matrix Ah=(aJ, I), |I |= |J |&1=h where
aJ, I={_(I, J) w # WJWI q
l(w)
0
if I/J
otherwise.
We remark, for future use that if J=J1 _ J2 , I=(J1&[s]) _ J2 and Tj1
commutes with Tj2 for all j1 # J1 , j2 # J2 , then aJ, I=aJ1, J1&[s] .
If we now consider the map j*: C*(Rn+1(q))  C*(Rn(q)) induced by
the inclusion j : B[n]  B[n+1], it follows immediately from [S] that
j*($I)={$I0
if n+1  I
otherwise.
Thus in order to get our result we need to study the kernel complex
(Kn*, *) of j*.
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It clearly follows from the above considerations that Kh(Rn(q)) equals 0
if h=0 and has a basis given by the characteristic functions $I , for
I # 4hn+1 , n+1 # I.
Before we continue we fix some more notation. Given a finite set T, we
denote by 4hT the set of subsets of T of cardinality h. If T/T $ and
S/T $&T we can define an injection ,S : 4h&|S|T  4
h
T $ , by ,S(H)=H _ S
provided h&|S|0. In the special case where T=[1, ..., n], T $=
[1, ..., n+1], and S=[n+1] we get an identification of 4h&1n with the set
of subsets I # 4hn+1 , such that n+1 # I. Thus setting $$I=$I _ [n+1] , we can
identify Kh+1(Rn(q)) with Ch(Rn(q)). Under this identification the differen-
tial h+1 of the complex K*(Rn(q)) is represented by the matrix Bh=(bJ, I)
with bJ, I=aJ _ [n+1], I _ [n+1] , |I |=|J |&1=h.
3. TYPE An
3.1. In this section we shall deal with type An .
We are now going to define various subsets in 4hn . Assume n2h&1; we
define 7hn /4
h
n and 2
h+1
n /4
h+1
n inductively as follows. If h=0, we assume
n1, then 70n=[<], 2
1
n=[[n]]. If h=1, then if n=1, 2
2
n=7
1
n=<, if
n>1, 71n=[[1], ..., [n&2], [n&1]], 2
2
n=[[1, n], [2, n], ..., [n&2, n],
[n&2, n&1]] (for n=2 we mean 222=[[1, 2]]). Suppose now h2 and
that we have defined 7kn for k<h. Set
7hn=4
h
n&2 _ ,[n&1](7
h&1
n&2) _ ,[n&1, n](7
h&2
n&2),
and
2h+1n =,[n](4
h
n&2) _ ,[n&1](2
h
n&2) _ ,[n&1, n](2
h&1
n&2).
Remark that our definition makes sense since n&22h&32(h&1)&1,
so that both 7h&1n&2 and 7
h&2
n&2 are inductively defined.
Lemma. For all h and n such that n2h&1 the cardinality of 7hn and of
2h+1n equals (
n&1
h ).
Proof. Since clearly 7hn and 2
h+1
n have the same cardinality, it suffices
to compute |7hn |. If h=0, 1 the claim is clear. Assume h2. Then, by
definition and induction, we have
|7hn |=\n&2h ++\
n&3
h&1++\
n&3
h&2+=\
n&2
h ++\
n&2
h&1+=\
n&1
h + .
3.2. Given a subset I/m set I[r]=[i+r | i # I]/m+r for any
positive integer r. Also, given 0/4 tm , set 0[r]=[I[r] | I # 0]/4
t
m+r .
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We want now to introduce two other subsets 3hn /4
h
n , 5
h+1
n /4
h+1
n .
This time we assume n3h+2. If h=0, then 3hn=[<], 5
h+1
n =[[1]].
Assume we have defined 3kn and 5
k+1
n for k<h. We set
3hn=4
h
n&2[2] _ \ .
h
r=1
(,r+1&[1](3h&rn&r&2[r+2])
_ ,r+1(3h&r&1n&r&2[r+2])+ ,
5 h+1n =,[1](4
h
n&2[2]) _ \ .
h
r=1
(,r+1&[1](5 h&r+1n&r&2[r+2])
_ ,r+1(5 h&rn&r&2[r+2])+ .
Notice that since n&r&23h&r=3(h&r)+2r3(h&r)+2, 3hn and
5 h+1n are well defined. Notice also that by definition 3
&1
m =5
0
m=<.
Lemma. For all h and n such that n3h+2 the cardinality of 3hn and of
5 h+1n equals (
n&1
h ).
Proof. Since clearly 3hn and 5
h+1
n have the same cardinality, it suffices
to compute |3hn |. If h=0 there is nothing to prove. Assume h>0. Then, by
definition and induction, we have
|3hn |=\n&2h ++ :
h
r=1 _\
n&r&3
h&r ++\
n&r&3
h&r&1+&
=\n&2h ++ :
h
r=1 \
n&r&2
h&r + .
Now, again by induction,
:
h
r=1 \
n&r&2
h&r +=\
n&3
h&1++ :
h
r=2 \
n&r&2
h&r +=\
n&3
h&1++ :
h&1
t=1 \
n&1&t&2
h&1&t +
=\n&3h&1++\
n&3
h&2+=\
n&2
h&1+ .
Thus
|3hn |=\n&2h ++\
n&2
h&1+=\
n&1
h +
as desired.
3.3. The following proposition represents the key step towards the
proof of our result.
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Proposition. (a) There exist a bijection #: 7hn  2
h+1
n and a total
ordering on 7hn , such that
(1) For each I # 7hn , #(I )=I _ [s] with s&1  I and either there is
an odd t<n&s with [s+1, ..., s+t]/I while s+t+1  I or, in case k # I
for each s<kn, n&s is even, with the only exception of n=2h
I=[1, 3, 5, ..., n&1] and #(I )=I _ [2].
(2) If I<J then #(I ) does not contain J.
(b) There exist a bijection #: 3hn  5
h+1
n and a total ordering on 3
h
n ,
such that
(1) For each I # 3hn , #(I )=I _ [s] and either s=1 and 2  I, or, if
s>1, s&1, s+1  I.
(2) If I<J then #(I ) does not contain J.
Proof. (a) In the case h=0 or h=1 all our statements are easy to
verify directly. Let now h2 and assume, by induction, that we have
already defined #: 7kn  2
k+1
n , for all k<h. We now define #: 7
h
n  2
h+1
n
as follows: if I # 4hn&2 , we set #(I )=I _ [n], if I=,[n&1](I$) (resp.
I=,[n&1, n](I$)) with I$ # 7h&1n&2 (resp. I$ # 7
h&2
n&2), we set #(I )=,[n&1] #(I$)
(resp. #(I )=,[n&1, n] #(I$)). This defines # and it is easy to see by induction
that property (1) of the proposition is verified.
We now define a total ordering on 7hn again by induction (the cases
h=0, 1 are left to the reader). We suppose that we have a total ordering
satisfying property (2) above on 7kn for each k<h. Given I, J # 7
h
n , we then
set IJ if
I, J # 4hn&2 and I lex J
I # 4hn&2 and J  4
h
n&2
I=,[n&1](I$), J=,[n&1](J$), and I$J$
I=,[n&1](I$), J=,[n&1, n](J$)
I=,[n&1, n](I$), J=,[n&1, n](J$), and I$J$.
Notice now that if I, J # 4hn&2 (2) is clear from the definitions, while if
I, J # ,[n&1](7h&1n&2) or I, J # ,[n&1, n](7
h&2
n&2), our statement follows by
induction. On the other hand, if I # 4hn&2 , then #(I ) does not contain n&1
while each element in ,[n&1](7h&1n&2) _ ,[n&1, n](7
h&2
n&2) does. On the other
hand if I # ,[n&1](7h&1n&2), then #(I ) does not contain n while each element
in ,[n&1, n](7h&2n&2) does. This clearly implies part (2) in (a).
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(b) The proof follows the same lines as the proof of (a) and we shall
leave most details to the reader. We again define # as before by setting
#(I )=I _ [1] if I # 4hn&2[2] and, if I=,r+1&[1](I$[r+2]) (resp.
I=,r+1(I$[r+2])), #(I )=,r+1&[1](#(I$)[r+2]) (resp. #(I )=,r+1(#(I$)
[r+2])). Property (1) in (b) is now clear. We then introduce the total
ordering, proceeding also in this case by induction, by setting IJ if
I, J # 4hn&2[2] and I lex J
I # 4hn&2[2] and J  4
h
n&2[2]
I=,r+1&[1](I$), J=,r+1&[1](J$), and I$J$
I=,r+1(I$), J=,r+1(J$), I$J$
I=,r+1&[1](I$), J=,s+1&[1](J$), and r<s
I=,r+1&[1](I$), J=,s+1(J$), and rs
I=,r+1(I$), J=,s+1(J$), and r<s.
With this definition the reader can easily check property (2) in (b).
3.4. We now consider the submatrices of Bh defined by Sh=(bJ, I),
I # 7hn , J # 2
h+1
n , Th=(bJ, I), I # 3
h
n , J # 5
h+1
n . We assume that we have
ordered 7hn (resp. 3
h
n) with the ordering given by the above proposition
and 2hn (resp. 5
h
n) accordingly.
We set for any positive integer [m]=(qm&1)(q&1) and recall that
since Wm is the symmetric group Sm+1 , we have
[m+1]= :
w # Wm Wm&1
ql(w).
Proposition 3.3 then implies,
Proposition. The matrices Sh and Th are lower triangular. Furthermore
if we assume n2h&1, then det(Sh)=\> i0 [2i+1] ti (q2+1)= where the
ti ’s are non-negative integers and ==1 if n=2h, 0 if n{2h.
If on the other hand, we assume n3h+2, det Th=\[2]
( n&1h ).
Proof. The fact that our matrices are lower triangular is an immediate
consequence of part (2) in (a) and (b) of the above proposition. Thus to
compute their determinant, it suffices to compute their diagonal terms.
We start with I # 7hn . Then by part (a)(1) of the above proposition we
know that #(I ) # 2h+1n is obtained from I by adding s such that s&1  I
and either there is an odd t<n&s with [s+1, ..., s+t]/I while
s+t+1  I or, in case k # I for each s<kn, n&s is even. In the first case
a#(I ), I=\[t+2]; in the second case a#(I ), I=\[n&s+3]. This clearly
implies the claim.
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We now look at I # 3hn . Then by part (b)(1) of the above proposition we
know that #(I ) # 2h+1n is obtained from I by adding an s such that either
s=1 and 2  I, or, if s>1, s&1, s+1  I. In both cases we clearly deduce
that a#(I ), I=\[2].
3.5. In order to apply the above proposition we need an easy
general fact
Proposition. Let R be a commutative domain with unit and quotient
field K. Let
Rt w& Rk w+ Rm (1)
be a complex such that
K t ww&1 Kk ww+1 Km
is exact and, if rk &=h, there exist h_h minors of &, D1 , ..., Ds with the
property that the ideal (det D1 , ..., det Ds)=R. Then (1) is exact.
Proof. We need to prove that Im &=ker +. Assume s=1, so that there
is a minor whose determinant is invertible. We can assume that this minor
is formed by the first h rows and columns. Let ?: Rk  Rh be the projection
on the first h factors. Denote by e1 , ..., et the canonical basis of Rt and set
wi=&(ei), i=1, ..., t. It follows that the vectors ?&(ei), i=1, ..., h, are a basis
of Rh. We deduce that &(e1), ..., &(eh) are linearly independent. Since by our
hypothesis, dim(ker +1)=h, we deduce that &(e1), ..., &(eh) are a basis of
ker +. In particular the restriction of ? to ker + is a isomorphism. Now
let us take v # Rt. Write ?&(v)= ti=1 ai?&(ei), ai # R. We deduce that
&(v)&ti=1 ai &(ei) # ker + & ker ?, hence &(v)=
t
i=1 a i&(ej) and &(v) #
ker + as desired.
Let us now assume s is arbitrary. Let p/R be a prime ideal. Localize the
sequence (1) at p getting a sequence
Rhp w
&p Rkp w
+p Rmp .
Notice that our hypotheses imply that there is a h # [1, ..., s] such that
det Dh  pRp . This means that det Dh is invertible in Rp . It follows from the
first part that ker +p=Im &p . Since this is true for all primes p this implies
our claim.
Corollary. Let R be as in the proposition. Let
0  Rh1 w&1 Rh2  } } } w
&m Rhm+1 (2)
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be a complex such that the sequence
Rhm&1 ww&m&1 Rhm ww
&m Rhm+1
is exact and for all t=1, ..., m&1 the ideal generated by the minors of &t of
order  t&1j=0 (&1)
2t& j ht& j is the unit ideal. Then (2) is exact.
3.6. Let R be as in the lemma a commutative domain with unit
and q an invertible element in R. Take the complex (K*(Rn(q)), *)=
ker( j* : C*(Rn+1(q))  C*(Rn(q))) considered in Section 2. We obtain
Proposition. Assume n3t&1. Then the complex K*(Rn(q), *) ist-acyclic, i.e., its cohomology groups vanish up to degree t.
If we also assume that [2i+1] is invertible for all i0, the complex
(K*(Rn(q)), *) is t-acyclic for n2t&1 or for n2t&3 if one also hasq2+1{0.
Proof. The proof is immediate from the computations of the deter-
minants of Sh and Th and from Corollary 3.5. Indeed one only has to
remark that since [2i+1]=1+[2]( ir=1 q
2r&1), it is clear that as
soon as n3h+2, the determinants of the the submatrices of Bh , Sh , Th
generate the unit ideal. Since Bh is the matrix of the differential
h+1 : Kh+1(Rn(q))  Kh+2(Rn(q)) and rk Kh(Rn(q))=( nh&1) our first asser-
tion follows. As for the other assertions they are trivial consequences of our
assumptions and Corollary 3.5.
Using the above result and the long exact sequence associated to the
exact sequence
0  K*(Rn(q))  C*(Rn+1(q))  C*(Rn(q))  0,
one immediately gets
Theorem. Let R be as above.
jn*: H t(B[n+1], R(q))  H t(B[n], R(q)) (a)
is an isomorphism if n3t+2 and injective if n3t&1.
If the elements [2i+1] are invertible in R for all i0 (resp. the elements
[2i+1] are invertible in R for all i0 and q2+1{0) then (a) is an
isomorphism if n2t+1 (resp. n2t&1) and injective if n2t&1 (resp.
n2t&3).
Remark. The reader can find various conditions which permit the
improvement of our bound. For instance if h1, one has 3h+2
2(h+1)+1, so that using arguments as above one can get stability, under
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the additional hypothesis that the elements [2i+1]{0 for all i0, as
soon as n3t&1.
3.7. Notice that if R=Z and q=&1, i.e., we consider cohomology
with constant integer coefficients, we have [2i+1]=1 and q2+1=2, so
that we get that the cohomology stabilizes as soon as n2t&1. Indeed, in
this case one can do better.
Until the end of this section we shall work only with constant coefficients
in R (usually R=Z and R=Q) and we shall denote the complexes
C*(Rn+1(&1)) by C n*(R) and similarly for Kn*(R).
Lemma. The complex Kn*(Q) is acyclic.
Proof. It suffices to show that in this case, for each h, the matrix Bh
has rank ( n&1h ). Consider the subset 4
h
n&1 in 4
h
n . Take the submatrix
M=(bI, J _ [n]) with I, J # 4hn&1 . It is clear that M is diagonal. Furthermore
an easy computation shows that the diagonal entries in M are all non-zero.
This gives our claim.
It is clear, using Proposition 3.4 and Proposition 3.6, that this lemma
implies that H t+1(K*2t&3(Z))=0, for t2. On the other hand we have
Proposition. Let t2. Then H t+1(K*2t&2(Z))=Z2Z and the map
H t+1(K*2t&2(Z))  H t+1(C*2t&1(Z)) induced by inclusion, is injective.
Proof. The fact that H t+1(K*2t&2(Z)) is either 0 or Z2Z is clear from
Proposition 3.4.
We now identify K*2t&2(Z) with the subcomplex of C*2t&1(Z) spanned by
the elements $I with 2t&1 # I. Let J=[1, 3, ..., 2t&3, 2t&1]. Then
($J)=\2 :
t&1
s=1
(&1)s $J _ [2s] .
Thus in order to show our claim it suffices to see that the element
t&1s=1 (&1)
s $J _ [2s] # C t+12t&1(Z) is not a coboundary. On the other hand it
is easy to see that if I # 4 tn and I{J, we have that, for any s, the coefficient
of $J _ [2s] in ($I) is always equal to zero. This clearly implies our claim.
Using this and the long exact cohomology sequence we then recover
Theorem [A]. If nmax(1, 2t&3),
jn*: H t(B[n+1], Z)&H t(B[n], Z)
is an isomorphism.
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4. TYPE Bn AND TYPE Dn
4.1. We shall now discuss our stability results in the case of
type Bn , n2. First of all we need a modification of the set 2h+1n con-
sidered in the previous section. Here we shall consider n2h and, if h=1,
n3. We then set 2 23=[[1, 3], [2, 3]], while, if n>3, 2
1
n=[[n]], 2
2
n=
[[1, n], [2, n], ..., [n&2, n], [n&2, n&1]]. We also set 2 34=[[1, 2, 4],
[2, 3, 4], [1, 3, 4]]. In general we define 2 h+1n by
2 h+1n =,[n](4
h
n&2) _ ,[n&1](2
h
n&2) _ ,[n&1, n](2
h&1
n&2).
We can now introduce the matrices Sh=(bJ, I), I # 7hn , J # 2
h+1
n , Th=
(bJ, I), I # 3hn , J # 5
h+1
n and exactly as in Section 3 deduce the following
Proposition. The matrices Sh and Th are lower triangular. Furthermore
if we assume n2h, with n3 if h=1, then det(Sh)=\>i0 [2i+1] ti
(q2+1)= where the t i ’s are non-negative integers and ==1 if n=2h or
n=2h+1, 0 if n>2h+1.
If on the other hand we assume n3h+2, det Th=\[2]
( n&1h ).
Proof. The proof follows the same lines as the Proof of Proposition 3.4
and it is left to the reader.
From this one gets the following stability result for type B.
Theorem. Let R be a commutative domain with unit.
jn*: H t(B[n+1], R(q))  H t(B[n], R(q)) (a)
is an isomorphism if n3t+2 and injective if n3t&1.
If the elements [2i+1] are invertible in R for all i0 (resp. the elements
[2i+1] are invertible in R for all i0 and q2+1{0) then (a) is a
isomorphism if n2t+2 (resp. n2t) and injective if n2t (resp.
n2t&2).
Proof. The theorem follows the reasoning as in Section 3 except for
n=2 t=0, 1. These cases can be treated very easily directly. One gets
H0(B[3], R(q))#H0(B[2], R(q))={0R
if q{&1
if q=&1,
white if t=1 and q2+1{0,
H1(B[3], R(q))#H1(B[2], R(q))={R(q+1) RR2
if q{&1
if q=&1,
both isomorphisms being induced by j2 .
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4.2. We now pass to treat type Dn . For convenience D2=A1_A1
and D3=A3 with Dynkin diagram indexed as
b
1
wwwwb
3
wwwwb
2
.
This time we need to redefine the subsets 3hn and 5
h+1
n . To do this, we
assume n3h+3. If h=0 we set 3 hn=[<], 5
h+1
n =[1]. Assume we have
defined 3 kn and 5
k+1
n for k<h. Denote by 4
h
n&2[2] the set of cardinality
h subsets of [2, 4, 5, ..., n]. We then set
3 hn=4
h
n&2[2]
_ \ .
h
r=1
(,r+2&[1, 2](3 h&rn&r&3[r+3]) _ ,r+2&[2](3
h&r&1
n&r&3[r+3])
_ ,r+2&[2](3 h&r&1n&r&3[r+3]) _ ,r+2(3
h&r&2
n&r&3[r+3]))+ ,
5 h+1n =,[1](4
h
n[2])
_ \ .
h
r=1
(,r+2&[1, 2](5 h&r+1n&r&3[r+3]) _ ,r+2&[1](5
h&r
n&r&3[r+3])
_ ,r+2&[2](5 h&rn&r&3[r+3]) _ ,r+2(5
h&r&1
n&r&3[r+3]))+ .
Notice that since n&r&33h+r=3(h&r)+2r3(h&r)+2, 3 hn and
5 h+1n are well defined. Notice also that by definition 3
&1
m =5
0
m=<.
One has,
Lemma. For all h and n such that n3h+2 the cardinality of 3 hn and of
5 hn equals (
n&1
h ).
Proof. This follows immediately as Lemma 3.2 once we remark that
\n&r&4h&r ++2 \
n&r&4
h&r&1++\
n&r&4
h&r&2+
=\n&r&3h&r ++\
n&r&3
h&r&1+=\
n&r&2
h&r + .
We can then again introduce the matrices Sh=(bJ, I), I # 7hn , J # 2
h+1
n ,
Th=(bJ, I), I # 3 hn , J # 5
h+1
n and exactly as in Section 3 deduce the
following
Proposition. The matrices Sh and Th are lower triangular. Furthermore
if we assume n2h, with n3 if h=1, then det(Sh)=\>i0 [2i+1] ti
(q2+1)= where the ti ’s are non-negative integers and ==1 if n=2h, 2 if
n=2h+1, 0 if n>2h+1.
If on the other hand we assume n3h+3, then det Th=\[2]
( n&1h ).
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Proof. The proof follows the same lines as the Proof of Proposition 3.4
and it is left to the reader.
As before one then gets the following stability result for type Dn .
Theorem. Let R be a commutative domain with unit.
jn*: H t(B[n+1], R(q))  H t(B[n], R(q)) (a)
is an isomorphism if n3t+3 and injective if n3t.
If the elements [2i+1] are invertible in R for all i0 (resp. the elements
[2i+1] are invertible in R for all i0 and q2+1{0) then (a) is a
isomorphism if n2t+2 (resp. n2t) and injective if n2t (resp.
n2t&2).
4.3. We now improve our stability result in the case of constant
coefficients in Z for the types Bn and Dn . So for now on we shall consider
constant coefficients in Z or Q and we shall work either in type Bn or Dn
using the same notations as in Subsection 3.7.
Lemma. For all n3, we have
H i (Kn*(Q))={ 0Q
if i{n, n+1
if i=n, n+1.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of the analogous Lemma 3.7. In this
case it suffices to show that for each h<n&1, the matrix Bh has rank
( n&1h ), while for h=n&1, Bh=0.
Let h<n&1; consider the subset 4hn&1 in 4
h
n . Take the submatrix
M=(bI, J _ [n]) with I, J # 4hn&1 . Notice that since h<n&1 we have that
for each I # 4hn&1 , there exists 1rn&1 with r  I. This clearly implies
that the matrix M coincides with the corresponding matrix considered in
Lemma 3.7 for type An and it is hence invertible. Now recall that the matrix
Bn&1 is a submatrix of the matrix An which is always zero as one can easily
deduce from [DSS]. This gives our claim.
At this point, reasoning as in Subsection 3.7 one deduces from Subsec-
tions 4.1 and 4.2
Proposition. Type Bn . (1) Let t>2. Then H t+1(K*2t&1(Z))=Z2Z
and the natural map H t+1(K*2t&1(Z))  H t(C*2t(Z)) is injective.
(2) Let t>3. Then H t+1(K*2t&2(Z))=Z2Z and the natural map
H t+1(K*2t&2(Z))  H t(C*2t&1(Z)) is injective.
Type Dn . (1) Let t>2. Then H t+1(K*2t&1(Z))=Z2Z_Z2Z and the
natural map H t+1(K*2t&1(Z))  H t(C*2t(Z)) is injective.
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(2) Let t>3. Then H t+1(K*2t&2(Z))=Z2Z and the natural map
H t+1(K*2t&2(Z))  H t(C*2t&1(Z)) is injective.
We then deduce,
Theorem. Type Bn (n2). If t>2 and n2t&2,
jn*: H t(B[n+1], Z)&H t(B[n], Z)
is an isomorphism.
Furthermore, if t=0, 1, jn* is an isomorphism on H t for all n2, while, if
t=2, jn* is an isomorphism on H t for all n3.
Type Dn (n4). If t>3 and n2t&2,
jn*: H t(B[n+1], Z)&H t(B[n], Z)
is an isomorphism.
Furthermore, if t=0, 1, 2, jn* is an isomorphism on H t for all n4, while,
if t=3, jn* is an isomorphism on H t for all n5.
Proof. Type B. The result is an immediate consequence of the above
proposition and the long exact cohomology sequence as soon as t>3.
It remains to discuss the cases of small t. In this case we have already
seen that H0(B[n], Z)=Z and H1(B[n], Z)=Z2, for all n2 and the fact
that jn* is an isomorphism on H t is easily seen directly.
Let us deal with t=2. A direct computation shows that H2(B[2], Z)=Z
while H 2(B[3], Z)=Z2 and j3* : H2(B[4], Z)&H2(B[3], Z) is an isomor-
phism. On the other hand we already know that jn* induces an
isomorphism on H2 as soon as n4, so we deduce that H2(B[n], Z)=Z2
for all n3.
For t=3 again the above Proposition shows that jn* gives an
isomorphism on H3 as soon as n5. Furthermore a direct computation
shows that H2(B[4], Z)=Z2_Z2Z and j4* gives an isomorphism on H3.
Type D. This case is immediate from the above proposition and the
long exact cohomology sequence as soon as t3. Our statement for
t=0, 1, 2 is part of Theorem 4.2.
Remarks. (1) The reader may wonder whether also in type D, j 4* gives
an isomorphism on H 3. This is not the case. Indeed one can easily see that
rk H3(B[4], Z)=1, while H3(B[5], Z) is finite.
(2) Denote by C r*(R) our complex for type Ar . It is not hard to see
that in type Bn , for all n3 the complex Cn*(R) is isomorphic to the direct
sum of its subcomplexes C n*$(R) and C n*"(R), C n*$(R) being the subcomplex
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spanned by the $I , 1 # I, C n*"(R) the subcomplex spanned by the $I , 1  I
(it is a remarkable fact that C n*"(R) is a subcomplex). Furthermore we
have isomorphisms of complexes C n*$(R)&C*n&1(R)[1] and C n*"(R)&
C *n&1(R). This implies (see also [G]) that
H t(B[n], Z)&H t&1(B[n&1], Z)H t(B [n&1], Z),
B [n&1] denoting the Artin group of type An&1 (i.e., the usual braid group
on n strands). This can be used together with Theorem 3.7 and induction
as another way to obtain Theorem 4.3 in the Bn case.
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